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ABSTRACT
A computer program called Character String Scanner (CSS), is
presented. It is designed to search a data set for any specified group
of characters and then to flag this group. The output of the CSS pro-
gram is a listing of the data set being searched with the specified
group of characters being flagged by asterisks. Therefore, one may
readily identify specific keywords, groups of keywords or specified
lines of code internal to a computer program, in a program output,
or in any other specific data set. Possible applications of this pro-
gram include the automatic scan of an output data set for pertinent
keyword data, the editing of a program to change the appearance of
a certain word or group of words, and the conversion of a set of code
to a different set of code.
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A CHARACTER STRING SCANNER
1. BACKGROUND
It was decided to use a static version of DODS as an interim tool for the R and
D user of GTDS. This static version of DODS, however, has to be a version
that would allow the R and D user to incorporate his changes on either a tempo-
rary or permanent basis. It has also to be a version that the OS/360 does not
think is the "real" DODS. Several tools were developed to aid in the develop-
ment of such a special version of DODS. This paper describes one of these
tools.
2. PURPOSE
CSS (Character String Scanner) scans a character string, e. g. an EBCDIC rec-
ord of data, in search of a particular group of characters. The character string
scanned is printed out, and each occurrence of the group of characters, if any,
is flagged below with asterisks. The entire line is flagged with dashes if the
group of characters is found. For an example, see the section OUTPUT.
This is done for each record of an input data set, listing the records with or
without flags as appropriate, in succession. The user may specify at load time
whether the first character of each record is to be ignored as a carriage control
character, and how many four-byte words of data are to be scanned.
3. SYMBOLS USED IN THIS REPORT
LUP - variable containing number of four-byte words to be scanned per
record
LCC - one-byte LOGICAL variable indicating whether first character of
each record is to be ignored
PC - name of COMMON block containing NUM and F
NUM - variable containing number of characters in PARM field
F - singly-subscripted LOGICAL*1 type variable containing PARM field
PARM - subroutine called to access PARM field
DODS - singly-subscripted INTEGER*2 type variable containing character
string 'DODS'
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COMPR - singly-subscripted INTEGER*2 type variable containing the group of
characters for which to search
TEXT - singly-subscripted variable into which record is read
LTEXT - singly-subscripted LOGICAL*1 variable EQUIVALENCED to TEXT
ITEXT - singly-subscripted INTEGER*2 variable used to break record up into
single characters for comparison with COMPR
ILTEXT - singly-subscripted LOGICAL*1 variable EQUIVALENCED to ITEXT
ASTER - singly-subscripted variable containing asterisks to be printed, if any
MARK - singly-subscripted LOGICAL*1 variable EQUIVALENCED to ASTER
LINE - singly-subscripted variable containing dashes to be printed when ap-
propriate
IND - one-byte LOGICAL variable indicating whether any flags are to be
printed
N - variable containing the number of characters in COMPR
4. METHOD
The information the user wishes to pass to CSS: 1. whether the first character
of each input record is to be ignored, 2. the number of four-byte words to be
scanned, and 3. the group of characters for which to search, is passed through
a JCL (Job Control Language) feature known as the PARM field. For those read-
ers unfamiliar with this feature, let us review JCL in general.
Every job submitted through 360/OS (Operating System) is defined and invoked by
JCL cards. The main types of such cards are JOB, EXEC, and DD cards. The
JOB card is the first of every job, and in addition to delimiting jobs, it gives the
system such information as the name of the job, of the user, the user's account
number, box number and other accounting information, as well as such informa-
tion as whether JCL cards are to be listed and if so, through what output class.
Now, a job consists of one or more steps. The first card of a step is the EXEC
card. This card specifies the program to be executed, together with other infor-
mation. Data sets used by the program are defined by DD cards immediately
following the EXEC card. The first field of the DD card is the ddname, which
identifies the information coded on the card for use by system I/O routines. The
program does I/O by passing the ddname, along with other information, to the
system in an internal Data Control Block (DCB). The data set may exist on disk,
drum, data cell, tape, cards or may be sent to a printer or card punch. This
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information is coded on the DD card. For example, a card data set is defined








The program invoked by the EXEC statement must itself be in the form of a load
module and must be a member of a partitioned data set called a library. This
may be the system program library (SYS1. LINKLIB), a private library, or a
temporary library which exists only for the duration of the run. An example of
the latter is a typical compile-link-go job. The LINK step invokes the linkage
editor, which creates a load module, puts it in a temporary library, and then
the GO step invokes that. The compilers, assemblers, linkage editors and util-




with other parameters optional. Programs in a private library are invoked the
same way, except that a DD card defining the library must be provided immedi-
ately following the JOB card, and must have the special ddname JOBLIB. Pro-
grams in a temporary library are invoked as follows:
// EXEC PGM=*. stepname. ddname
where stepname is the name of the LINK step in which the load module was cre-
ated. This is indicated on the EXEC card for that step in the stepname field,
which is optional and immediately follows the two slashes:
//stepname EXEC ...
Frequently used sequences of JCL statements are stored in the system procedure
library (SYS1. PROCLIB), which is a partitioned data set whose members are
called procedures. Each procedure has one or more EXEC statements, each
followed by one or more DD statements. A procedure is invoked as follows:
// EXEC procname
Parameters on the EXEC cards in the procedure may be overridden by param-
eters coded on the above EXEC card, identified with the appropriate stepnames
as coded in the procedure. Parameters on DD cards in the procedure may be
overridden with DD cards immediately following the EXEC card invoking the
procedure, with the appropriate stepname coded as part of the ddname on each
such card. For example, the procedure FORTRANG invokes the FORTRAN
level G compiler, whose name, incidentally, is IEYFORT. The stepname is
SOURCE. The following example shows one of each type of override.
//EXEC FORTRANG,REGION. SOURCE=300K
//SOURCE. SYSIN DD *
Since FORTRANG has only one step, the use of the stepname SOURCE is unnec-
essary and may be omitted. An example of a multi-step procedure is LINKGO,
which has a LINK and a GO step. The stepnames are LINK and GO.
Among the parameters which may be coded on an EXEC statement is PARM.
The parm field is just a character string with at most 100 characters. It is
coded as follows:
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// EXEC ... , PARM='this is the parm field'
One may pass information to the compiler, linkage editor, and/or one's own pro-
gram in a compile-link-go job. An example of all three is:
// EXEC FORTRANG, PARM=' LIST, DECK'
// EXEC LINKGO,PARM. LINK='MAP, LIST',PARM. GO='EARTH-MOON'
If one passes information in this way to one's own program, then one's program
must contain coding to retrieve this information. To do this, one must under-
stand how the system makes this information available to programs.
Upon entry to the program invoked by the EXEC statement, general register 1
contains the address of a pointer to a field of data in core. The field is located
on a halfword boundary, and its format is as follows:
I length of field I the field ....
byte 0 1 2
That is, the first two bytes contain a halfword integer whose value is the length
of the PARM field in bytes (characters). This is immediately followed by the
information coded in the PARM field itself. CSS, which was written in FORTRAN,
calls a FORTRAN SUBROUTINE called PARM which accesses this information
and returns it in the COMMON block PC. This SUBROUTINE is described in the
appendix.
The PARM field retrieved as above is interpreted by CSS as having three fields
or less. The formats of these fields is described in the section INPUT. The
three fields are:
1. A logical value, true or false, indicating whether the first character
of each record is to be ignored.
2. A number, from 1 to 33, indicating the number of words of data to
be scanned per record.
3. A character string, indicating the group of characters for which to
search.
5
If one or more fields are omitted, default values are assumed. The default for
field one is true, for field two 30, and for field three 'DODS'.
The values of these three fields, whether default or explicitly specified, are
placed in the variables LCC, LUP and COMPR, respectively. The variable N
is set equal to the number of characters in COMPR. LUP and N, or functions
thereof, are used as upper limits in DO loops related to the scan. The logical
switch LCC is used to decide which FORMAT statement should be used to read
the record. In the READ statement, an iterated I/O list is used, with LUP as
the upper limit, to read the desired number of words into the elements of TEXT.
These elements are then printed. Then in a DO loop, MARK is initialized as all
blanks, and TEXT is broken up into characters by moving the elements of LTEXT
into every other element of ILTEXT. The odd elements have already been ini-
tialized as blanks in a specification statement. Thus, upon exit from the loop,
ITEXT will be an array of halfwords each of the form
I blank I character 
byte 0 1
That is, the first byte is blank and the second, a character from the record.
This can be compared with the elements of COMPR, which have similar form.
This is done because, with some compilers, one cannot compare logical varia-
bles for equality.
Next, IND is set to FALSE, so that if its value is not changed during the scan by
finding a match, it will be FALSE after the scan and so ASTER and LINE will
not be printed. Finally, we have the scan itself, which consists of a DO loop
with two inner loops. The outer loop is indexed by the number of the character
in ITEXT which is the first of those we are comparing with COMPR. The first
inner loop carries out the comparison, character by character, up to N itera-
tions. If a mismatch is found, control is passed to the end of the outer loop.
If not, the second inner loop is executed, which sets the appropriate elements
of MARK to asterisks. Then IND is set to TRUE, and we drop to the end of the
outer loop. Upon exit from the outer loop, we check IND. If it is TRUE, we
print ASTER and LINE and branch back to statement 50 where the test on LCC
is made and another record is read in. Otherwise, we go directly to statement
50. When the last record has been processed, we take the END exit of the READ
statement and STOP.
5. INPUT
CSS accepts two inputs: the PARM field, and a sequential data set of records to
be scanned. The latter is read on logical FORTRAN unit 8, so it is defined in
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the GO step by a DD card with the ddname FT08F001. It need have no special
format, except that no record may be shorter than LUP words. It is suggested
that a fixed record format be used, to prevent some records, such as pagination
records, from being too short.
The format of the PARM field is:
[logical switch I ignored I number of words I ignored I group of characters
byte 1 2 3 4 5 6 .....
where logical switch is either T or F, for true or false respectively, indicating
whether the first character is to be ignored; number of words is a two-digit dec-
imal numeral indicating the number of words of data to be scanned per record -
if the number is less than 10, the first digit must be coded as 0; and group of
characters is the character string for which to search. All fields must be en-
tered in the positions shown. The ignored characters may be used optionally as
punctuation or separation to make the field readable. I prefer commas.
Fields may be omitted by shortening or omitting the PARM field. If number of
words is coded, so must logical switch, and if group of characters is coded,
these two must be also. If no PARM field is coded, all there quantities will as-
sume their default values. If a PARM field is coded and one or two fields are
omitted, the cutoff must be immediately before one of the ignored characters.
To include the ignored character as the last character in the PARM field will
produce unpredictable results. For an example, the following PARM field expli-
citly defines the default values:
// EXEC LINKGO, PARM. GO='T, 30, DODS'
6. OUTPUT
The only output of CSS is a listing of the input, or of the input records truncated
by specification of number of words, together with flags when appropriate, as
explained in the section PURPOSE. For example, suppose we are searching for
the characters 'MOON' in a card data set (deck). Then the JCL would be:
JOB CARD
7
// EXEC LINKGO, PARM. GO='F, 20, MOON'
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SATELLITE VELOCITY
POTENTIAL OF MOON AT PERIGEE, 500 KM FROM MOON
* *** * **
7. SAMPLE RUN
In the run shown at the end of this document, we wish to edit a MAPDISK listing
of the disk pack DODS01, flagging all occurrences of 'DODS'. No PARM field
is coded, since we want the default values. The first step invokes MAPDISK,
which resides in the system library. The output is placed in the data set defined
by the DD card with ddname SYSPRINT. This is ordinarily sent to a printer,
but we want it to be processed by CSS in a later step, so we code a DD card de-
fining a temporary sequential data set on disk. The remaining steps are just a
compile-link-go of CSS. In the GO step, we code the FT08FOO1 DD card to re-
trieve the data set created in the MAP step.
This run is typical of a larger class of uses of CSS, but many others are possi-
ble, with correspondingly varied JCL deck setups. To learn how to set up the
JCL for a particular application of CSS, the reader is referred to reference #1.
The other references may provide the reader with a background for understand-




1. IBM System/360 Operating System, Job Control Language. IBM Corpora-
tion, Form C28-6593
2. IBM System/360 Operating System, Supervisor and Data Management Ser-
vices. IBM Corporation, Form C28-6646
3. IBM System/360, Principles of Operation. IBM Corporation, Form A22-
6821
4. IBM System/360 Operating System, Assembler Language. IBM Corpora-
tion, Form C28-6514
5. IBM System/360 Operating System, Fortran G and H Programmers' Guide.
IBM Corporation, Form C28-6817
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APPENDIX
THE FORTRAN SUBROUTINE PARM
PURPOSE
The SUBROUTINE PARM was written to retrieve the PARM field for CSS. There
is no reason, however, why it could not perform this service for any other rou-
tine. Some caution should be exercised by the would-be user, as there are sev-
eral restrictions on its use. Here is a list of such restrictions:
1. PARM must be called directly by the MAIN routine.
2. The CALL statement must be the first executable statement in the rou-
tine.
3. The CALL statement must have no argument list, i. e., it must be of
the form
CALL PARM
The number of characters in the PARM field is returned in an INTEGER variable
called NUM, and the characters of the PARM field themselves are returned in
the one-byte elements of the LOGICAL array F, both in the COMMON block PC.




Of course, the names NUM and F are arbitrary and may be changed by the user.
If there is no PARM field, NUM will have the value 0. In any case, the first
NUM elements of F will contain the characters of the PARM field, one per ele-
ment, and the remaining elements of F will have unpredictable contents.
LIST OF SYMBOLS USED IN PARM
PC - COMMON block containing NUM and F
NUM - variable in which length of PARM field is returned
11
F - singly-subscripted LOGICAL*1 variable in which PARM field is re-
turned
ARRAY - singly-subscripted LOGICAL*1 variable containing system PARM
field, including length field
INUM - INTEGER*2 variable into which length is moved
LN - singly-subscripted LOGICAL*1 variable EQUIVALENCED to INUM
METHOD
The SUBROUTINE statement has an argument list with the single argument
ARRAY. Now the way argument lists are passed in FORTRAN under IBM Sys-
tem/360 OS is as follows: the address of the argument list is placed in general
register 1 by the calling routine. The argument list itself is located on a word
boundary and consists of a sequence of one or more single-word address con-
stants. In FORTRAN these would be the addresses of variables. Thus the SUB-
ROUTINE PARM will expect, upon entry, to find in register 1 the address of a
one-argument argument list pointing to an array. References in the SUBROU-
TINE to elements of ARRAY will retrieve the data in the field pointed to by the
address constant. Now, since the CALL statement was the first statement ex-
ecuted in the program and since it had no argument list, register 1 will contain
whatever it had on entry to the program, namely, the address of a pointer to the
system PARM field, which includes a length field. All that needs to be done, is
to move the information, in appropriate format, into the COMMON variables
NUM and F.
The first two bytes of the system PARM field are the length, in bytes, of the
PARM field itself. We move these bytes, the first two elements of ARRAY, into
the two elements of LN. This is EQUIVALENCED to the halfword integer vari-
able INUM, which therefore now has as its value the length of the PARM field.
We next set the fullword integer variable NUM equal to INUM, and half the job
is done. If NUM is 0, it means there is no PARM field and we RETURN. Other-
wise, we execute a DO loop indexed by NUM to move the elements of ARRAY from
the third on into the elements of F. NUM and F now contain all the necessary
information, so we RETURN.
SOURCE LISTING
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